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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
News
Lifeskills workshop tells stu-
dents what impact the food
they eat has on their mood.
Story on Page 2
Sports
Panther quarterback Tony
Romo has relived high school
success at the college level.
Story on Page 12
News
Portions of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union are
closed for asbestos removal.
Story on Page 3
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Student
arrested 
following
argument
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Jeff Gorski, a sophomore philosophy major, walks in front of the newly remodeled staff only parking lot Monday afternoon next to Coleman Hall. Gorski
responded “there are a lot of open spots so it doesn’t seem right that students can’t park here”.
By Jeremy Pelzer
Student government editor
The Parking and Traffic Safety Committee
will make a recommendation to Eastern
President Carol Surles about who should  be
permitted to park in the new parking lot at
Fourth Street and Garfield Avenue, said Adam
Weyhaupt, speaker of the Student Senate.
The committee will consider recommend-
ing three Student Senate resolutions during its
meeting at 8 a.m. Thursday in the Schahrer
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, Weyhaupt said. 
One resolution recommends opening the
new parking lot, which opened last week, to
both student and staff parking.
The other two resolutions recommend that
students be allowed five days to pay a parking
ticket, and that they should have the option of
charging the ticket to their student account,
Weyhaupt said.
The committee, composed of students, fac-
ulty, and other administrators, makes recom-
mendations to the university about parking
issues.
Many Eastern students said the new 150-
space lot should be open to students.
“The lot needs to be open to everybody,”
said Nathan Bell, a sophomore administrative
information systems major. “The staff has too
much parking already.”
“If the lots’ for students, it’s cool,” said Liz
Hammett, a freshman business major. “But if
it’s just for staff, it sucks.”
Making the new lot student parking would
benefit underclassmen, said Cassandra
Cherry, a freshman accounting major.
“Right now, a lot of freshmen are getting
tickets for parking in the wrong spaces and
stuff,” said Cherry. “If this was a student lot, it
would clear up the confusion.”
Students who commute would also benefit
from the new lot, said Amber Nicolay, a senior
business major.
“It’s really hard for (commuter students) to
find parking right now,” said Nicolay. 
Students had mixed reactions to the park-
ing lot itself.
“I think it’s great!” said Tony Muse, a
senior accounting major.  “I have class in
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor
An Eastern student was arrested by
university police and charged with aggra-
vated battery and obstruction of justice
following an altercation Saturday at
Lawson Hall, university officials said.
Rachelle L. Mathews, a 20-year old
psychology major from  Belleville, was
arrested after a verbal argument allegedly
turned physical.
Although the case is under investiga-
tion and no police report has been
released, University Police Security
Officer Arthur Mitchell said an incident
did occur.
“There was an aggravated battery at
Lawson Hall,” Mitchell said. 
He said at this time that is the only
information he is authorized to reveal. 
Shelly Flock, director of media rela-
tions, said the battery occurred at 4:44
a.m. Saturday in the lobby of the resi-
dence hall between two female Eastern
students.
“The two women had allegedly been
engaged in a verbal argument off cam-
pus,” Flock said.
She said the argument escalated and
turned physical when the women returned
to Lawson.
“The victim involved was treated and
released from Sarah Bush Lincoln
Hospital,” Flock said. The victims name
has not been released.
Judicial Affairs hearing officer, Keith
Kohanzo, could only confirm that an inci-
dent at Lawson Hall had occurred.
“I believe one student has been arrest-
ed,” Kohanzo said.
Kohanzo said he wanted to emphasize
that students must realize violating state
law is a lot different than violating the uni-
versity misconduct code. 
Lawson Hall Resident Director
Rebecca White said she is still trying to
figure out what exactly happened. 
White is reassuring residents not to be
alarmed about the incident. 
“It’s a judicial matter,” White said. “I
think Eastern is a safe campus.”
By Amber Williams
City editor
An Eastern student has been
released from the hospital after
being struck by a vehicle on
Lincoln Avenue Friday night.
Jenette M. Oliphant, 20, of
Alsip, was struck while entering
the entrance to the Clark gas station
at 10 p.m. at the 200 block of
Lincoln Avenue by the front pas-
senger side of a mini van, a police
report said.
Oliphant said the vehicle made
no attempt to stop and assist her
and she was unable to make out the
driver or what the license plate was
because she was knocked to the
ground by the vehicle.  Oliphant
was walking alone and there were
no known witnesses to the acci-
dent.
After being brought to the hos-
pital by her sister, Oliphant said she
was treated for extensive bruises
and was released the same day.
The man driving the vehicle that
struck Oliphant read the article that
appeared in Saturday’s Charleston
Times-Courier and went into the
police department to make a formal
statement, said Officer R.E.
Cunningham, of the Charleston
Police Department. The name of
the driver has not yet been released.
The incident was referred to the
state’s attorney’s office. The case is
currently under investigation,
Cunningham said.
Oliphant said she would like for
the driver of the vehicle to at least
pay for the amount of her hospital
bills. She said she is feeling better
despite being sore and  bruised.
Eastern student struck by a hit-and-run driver
Parking committee to suggest
specifications for 150 new spots
See PARKING Page 9
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Disturbing the peace
n Timothy A. Hodge, 23, of 24 W.
Buchanan St. was cited at 3:50 a.m.
on Dec.1 at the same address for dis-
turbing the peace and obstructing a
peace officer, a police report stated.
n David A. Basset, 22, of the same
address was cited at 3:50 a.m. on
Dec. 1 at the same address for dis-
turbing the peace and obstructing a
peace officer, a police report stated.
blotter
police
Diet could affect students’ moods
By Chuck Babinski
Staff writer
Are you feeling down about
finals or got the holiday blues?  
According to Katie Sprouls,
outreach coordinator of the coun-
seling center, it could come down
to your diet.
Sprouls spoke to students
Monday night about how the food
you eat directly affects your
mood. 
“Are you feeling the way you
eat?” Sprouls asked. “According
to an old Chinese proverb, ‘In
times of stress, sweeten the tea.’”
And while she believes in this her-
self, she only recommends sweets
in moderation.
“Moderation is the key,”
Sprouls said. “Anything can be
dangerous in excess.”
Sprouls said that sweets often
provide a temporary sugar rush;
however, after an hour or two,
there is often a let down.
Caffeine is another stimulant
students commonly abuse. 
“In small doses, caffeine can
help relieve stress,” Sprouls said.
“But in larger doses, it can cause
panic attacks, anxiety and insom-
nia.”
To combat everyday stress,
Sprouls recommends a diet high in
carbohydrates. Carbohydrates
have a calming effect on the body,
and the effects are longer lasting
than the temporary sugar rush.
Carbohydrates include corn
flakes, English muffins, bread or
even some fruit.  Unfortunately,
the soothing effects of carbohy-
drates are canceled out if eaten
with fats or sugars.  
While Sprouls said she doesn’t
want to radically change anyone’s
diet, even though she realizes this
is impossible and claims to eat bad
herself, she does advise modera-
tion and balance with carbohy-
drates, sugars and caffeine in your
diet.
The presentation was spon-
sored by the Eastern Counseling
Center.
Last jazz show of the fall semester to be held tonight in Dvorak Hall
By Casey Cora
Staff writer
Jazz chords and notes will be
heard tonight in the Dvorak
Concert Hall for the last time this
semester.
The Eastern Jazz Ensemble,
directed by Sam Fagaly, will pre-
sent its final concert of the semes-
ter at 7:30 p.m. in the Dvorak
Concert Hall in the Doudna Fine
Arts Building.
The 17-piece big band will fea-
ture a variety of styles, from swing
to contemporary jazz, Fagaly said.  
“There is a little something for
everybody,” he said.
The performance also will
include a guest vocalist, Amanda
Alburtus, and a guest appearance
by Terrence Mayhue.  
Mayhue will perform a Latin
jazz piece, Fagaly said.
The performance will feature
holiday music played in jazz
styles, he said.  
“I think people will enjoy
Christmas tunes being given this
treatment,” Fagaly said.
Admission will be $3 for the
general public and $2 for students
and seniors.
The Eastern Jazz Ensemble
also will release a compact disc
entitled “In the Pocket” soon.
n 3:30 p.m., English Reading Group,
“Conversations on Contemporary Theory,”
Coleman Hall Room 333.
n 6 p.m., English Education Conference,
Coleman Hall Rooms 203, 218, 220, 221.
n 7:30 p.m., Jazz Ensemble Concert, Dvorak,
Doudna Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.
n 7:30 p.m., Dudley House Poetry Reading,
895 Seventh St.
n 8:30 - 9:30 p.m., Health Education Resource
Center Distress Night, Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Ballroom.
n  No activities planned for Wednesday.
n 5:15 p.m.., Women’s Basketball v. Western
Illinois, Lantz Gymnasium.
n 7 p.m., “You’re A Good Man Charlie
Brown,” Doudna  Fine Arts Center Mainstage.
n 7:10 p.m., Men’s Basketball v. Carthage
College, Lantz Gymnasium.
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What’s on
tap?
Sara Figiel / Photo editor
Katie Sprouls, a graduate student in the school of psychology, gave tips for healthy eating and stress reduction in the
Charleston / Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Monday night. Sprouls also gave food ideas for
an anti-stress diet.
Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to spe-
cific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.
ThursdayWednesdayToday
In Monday’s edition of the
Daily Eastern News, an article
incorrectly stated the date and time
that the Knights of Columbus are
holding a euchre tournament.
The tournament will be held at
the Newman Center on Wednesday
and start with practice rounds at
6:30 p.m. and the tournament start-
ing at 7 p.m.
The News regrets the error.
Correction
Moderation is the key.
Anything can be dangerous
in excess.
Katie Sprouls,
outreach coordinator 
of the counseling center
“
”
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Friends
&Co We got wings!Hot wings only 25¢ each
ask which import
bottle is $2.25
(dine-in only-with drink purchase)
EVERY TUESDAY!
served with ranch dressing!
(regularly basket of 6 for $3.50)
KITCHEN IS OPEN!
monday - thursday 7pm-11pm  friday - saturday 5pm-11pm
THE BODY SHOP
348-TANS
1406 6th ST
THE 10 “HOTTEST” BEDS IN TOWN
WE MATCH ALL COMPETITORS PRICES AND COUPONS
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEKLY
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8AM-10PM  SATURDAY 9AM-5PM  SUNDAY 12PM-5PM
Union undergoes asbestos removal
By Michelle Jones
Assoc. news editor
Because of asbestos removal in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, those traveling
through the Union have been forced
to take a detour to get from one side
of the building to the other.
The asbestos removal is part of a
renovation project to provide a
banking facility in the Union, said
Carol Strode, interim director of
facilities planning and management,
in an e-mail.
Removal of ceiling plaster is
required for the project, Strode said. 
The lounge area of the Union is
the only area affected by the
asbestos removal, Strode said. 
The banking area, currently
located at Panther Lair North, by
Subway and Chick-fil-A, will even-
tually move to the area, she said.
“The renovation is the perma-
nent location for a new bank branch
which is presently located in tempo-
rary quarters,” Strode said. “The
corridor lounge will be eliminated,
and a new banking branch will be
constructed in its place.”
The area, where the bank is now,
will be converted into space for the
food court  project, she said.
Workers are making sure no one
goes near or are affected by the
asbestos, Strode said.
“The enclosure is kept under
negative air pressure and air quality
is monitored in order to ensure there
is no asbestos exposure outside the
regulated area,” Strode said.
Workers began removing
asbestos Wednesday. The estimated
duration time of the project is one
and a half weeks. 
Signs, notifying those in the
building of the removal project, are
posted in the building.
People can get to the opposite
side of the building by walking
outside under the Union
Walkway.
Facilities Planning and
Management personnel is licensed
to perform the work, Strode said.
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
An Asbestos Abatement process is under way on the second floor in the west wing in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Anthony Niles, a sophomore sociology major, detours around the blocked entry way on Monday afternoon.
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
Eastern’s faculty has
expressed sorrow over Eastern
President Carol Surles’ leave of
absence for medical treatment
and have confidence in those
taking over her duties. 
Surles was diagnosed with
breast cancer in early September
and underwent surgery on Sept.
18. According to a press release,
during a three-month leave period
from Dec. 1 to Feb. 28, 2001,
Surles will begin a chemical pro-
gram and continue physical thera-
py.
For the time of Surles’ leave,
the vice presidents of Eastern
will jointly assume her responsi-
bilities. She will keep in contact
with them through speaker phone
meetings and e-mail, the press
release said.  
“I hope she has a full and com-
plete recovery. She needs this time
to deal with the effects of the ill-
ness and treatment,” said Les
Hyder, chair of the journalism
department. “I look forward to her
return.”
The president’s return is need-
ed for the university, said Lou
Hencken, vice president for stu-
dent affairs.
“I feel a full recovery will be in
the best interest of her and the uni-
versity,” Hencken said.
Aside from the support for
Surles and her recovery, the facul-
ty also have expressed confidence
in the vice presidents who are tak-
ing over her responsibilities.
“Everyone I know has total
confidence in the vice presi-
dents,” said Douglas Bock, dean
of the speech communication
department.
The university will still run
smoothly in her absence, Hyder
said.
“I have complete confidence
in the other administrators to
keep things running smoothly,”
he said. The vice presidents have
the knowledge to handle campus
concerns for the three months
Surles will be away, and they will
continue to have contact with her,
said Chuck Titus, dean of the
social sciences department.
“They know what they are sup-
posed to do, and I’m sure Surles
will keep in touch with them,”
Titus said.
For the time of Surles’ leave,
matters of general concern and
student matters should be directed
to the senior vice president,
Hencken; academic matters
should be directed to Interim
Provost Lida Wall; business mat-
ters should be directed to Jeff
Cooley; and external relations
matters should be directed to Jill
Nilsen, according to a press
release.
University hopes to bring
campus together at party
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor
Students and community resi-
dents are invited to enjoy them-
selves at the three holiday gather-
ings set to be held this coming
week in Old Main. 
The festive gatherings will take
place today from 4 to 5:30 p.m.
and Wednesday and Thursday
from 10 to 11:30 a.m.
Music and refreshments will be
provided to accommodate those
who attend.
Entertainment will be provided
by Eastern’s horn choir today
while the flute choir will be pro-
viding entertainment on
Wednesday and Thursday.
Vicki Woodard, of media rela-
tions, said the gatherings have
received a good turnout in past
years.
“We had a lot of people from
the community attend and the
great music provided by the music
department really added to the
atmosphere,” Woodard said.
The three gatherings will be
held in the Main Foyer of
Eastern’s Old Main.
Four Christmas trees, three of
which have been decorated by stu-
dents from the elementary schools
Ashmore, Mark Twain and
Jefferson will be on display.
“With all the varying times of
the gatherings, we hope people
can find time in their hectic sched-
ules to come out and attend,”
Woodard said.
Stress relief workshop today
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
The Bacchus Peer Education
Program is sponsoring a Distress
Night featuring Eric Davidson, an
advisor for the Bacchus program
and assistant director for the Health
Education and Promotion for the
Health Education Resource Center. 
The workshop will be held from
8:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
Ballroom.
The program will be an interac-
tive presentation that focuses on
relaxation techniques, Davidson
said.
The program will consist of four
main parts, he said. The first part
will be deep breathing exercises.
The second part will be a progres-
sive relaxation session that involves
muscle tension and release exercis-
es, Davidson said. 
During the third session, the par-
ticipants will take part in a guided
imagery exercise, a visualization
exercise where the participant will
be required to close their eyes and
imagine themselves someplace
else, like a sandy, sunny beach,
Davidson said.
The fourth part of the evening
will be an exercise that incorporates
humor, a stress reduction technique,
he said. 
Davidson said he also will incor-
porate a mini lecture on stress, but
the majority of the program will be
hands on.
“People should dress com-
fortably,” Davidson said.
“Sweats would be great, and par-
ticipants should also bring a
blanket and pillow. That way
you won’t be lying on the cold
floor.”
This workshop is scheduled at a
great time with finals coming up,
Davidson said. 
“This time of year, people are
really stressed out with finals and
final projects,” he said. 
Davidson said he has done
this relaxation workshop for dif-
ferent groups around the campus
before and the response has been
great. 
Campus adjusts
to Surles’ short
leave of absence
This time of year, people are
really stressed out with
finals and final projects.
Eric Davidson,
assistant director of Health Services
“
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Republican Party is a
1950s throwback
I am writing in response to Alfred
Lemmo’s ignorant rhetoric. I do not
know how such a careless, joyless
person could exist, but strangely it
happens. There are millions of them:
Bible-thumping, greedy, racist old
Thrid Reich would-bes that want to
take us back to the 1950s. 
Republicans present us with the
option of a me-first trickle-down
hierarchal economic and political
system which doesn’t serve anyone
but the rich oil-drilling Dubyas out
there. 
It is a sad paradox how the seem-
ingly “Christian” conservative party
of choice seems to care so little about
their neighbors. Let’s squander our
money, arm ourselves to the teeth,
and completely disregard those who
need our help.
Mr. Lemmo accused the
Democratic party of dividing the
country by race, sex, etc. I don’t
think of Democrats when I think of
sexists or racists. The Republican
Party is the choice party for such
classy people as the KKK and Sen.
Joseph McCarthy.
The existence of conservatives is
the very reason we shouldn’t have a
Republican system of government.
When the country is full of Greedy
Old People, we need a Democratic
system to keep everyone from screw-
ing each other over.
I am not a Democrat, but I must
say I would rather be a bit socialist
than a Nazi. If you want to screw
your neighbor, if you want to see cor-
porations stomp the middle class, and
still see the government get larger,
the sign on up for the good ol’ boy
redneck party.
Ryan Peterson
Sophomore philosophy major
Today’s quote
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u a l t 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
Diversity of opinion within the framework of loy-
alty to our free society is not only basic to a uni-
versity but to the entire nation.
James Bryant Conant
1893-1978
Suck it up, you’ll feelbetter in the end. Doyou ever find yourselfalways complaining
about a certain issue whenever
it is brought up? I did it for two
years. And I finally snapped
out of it. 
I built up so much anger by
never venting and always being
upset about differences I was
having with a friend. All I
could do was complain about
it. 
I built walls around myself, and believed that I was
OK. That I was not at fault. However, I was – because I
put my head down and chose not to see the problems
instead of addressing them and voicing my concerns. 
Finally, I was working out of an entirely different mind
frame, severing off half of myself because I didn’t have
the guts to deal with my anger.  But the real tragedy is
that all I had to do was lift my head up.
The walls that I built in the beginning for protection to
guard against being hurt and hurting other people ended
up burdening me the most.
And even though it felt like a world of troubles was
always on my shoulders, it was my fault. 
It was in one conversation with a friend that made me
snap out of it. I finally listened to someone and really
heard what they were saying to the point where it sunk in
beneath the surface. Basically, it came down to the fact
that there is no purpose in cry-
ing, whining and complaining
because nothing good will
come out of it. 
It was in a simple move-
ment of my head, one I dread-
ed, one I denied – for two
years. When I finally realized
that what I was doing it took
about a split second to see how
I was at fault in the matter. 
The walls I built came
crumbling down and I literally
felt like 100 pounds lifted off my shoulders, and I felt
instantly happier. 
Unfortunately, it is kind of funny that it is only a mat-
ter of time before I put my head down again. Hopefully
then I will realize it sooner instead of choosing to glorify
the dirt at my feet and face my problems head on. 
A friend sent me a great quote the other day, which
leads me to repeat this saying from Confucius: “Love in
the past is but a memory, love in the future is but a fanta-
sy, only here and now can we truly love.”
Don’t waste your time complaining and repeating old
differences in your head. Get over it , and face them head
on – but don’t take two years to do it. 
Complaining only increases problems
“Don’t waste your
time complaining
and repeating old
differences in your
head.”Sara Figiel
Photo editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Sara Figiel is a senior journalism major and a bi-weekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cusef6@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cualt2@pen.eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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The media’s botched predictions of the nation’snew president on the evening of Nov. 7 showedexactly what dangers there are in making state-ments and decisions based on only a few voices.
The Faculty Senate is determined not to repeat that
mistake, and it is to be commended for its effort.
Senate members are looking to Eastern’s faculty for
feedback regarding the recommendations that sprung
from its Fall Forum that was held, coincidentally, on Nov.
7.
During that forum, three different groups met to dis-
cuss technology support, online courses and Eastern’s
mission statement. Each of those groups came up with
tentative recommendations on ideas and changes to
improve the university in those areas.
For example, the technology support group thought
that allowing faculty to install their own hardware and
software, as well as provide minor repairs, on their own
computers was a good idea. This would increase efficien-
cy by freeing up time used by Eastern’s technology work-
ers on insignificant tasks so
they could tackle difficult
problems for which they
are specifically trained.
The online courses
group advised taking a
closer look at appropriate
class sizes for such classes. A study of topics like this
would help the campus as a whole make well-informed
decisions about this fiercely-debated issue.
But the Faculty Senate realizes it is only a small por-
tion of the faculty, and decided to solicit its constituents
for their thoughts on these ideas and others. Once input is
received, the senate “will formalize (the recommenda-
tions) to be sent to the various involved committees or the
university as a whole,” said James Tidwell, Faculty
Senate chair.
The recommendations will be discussed for approval
at the first meeting of the spring semester.
The Faculty Senate has obviously learned from the
recent criticism aimed at the administration for making
changes that substantially affect students without survey-
ing the very people those decisions affected, such as
WEIU-FM’s proposed format change and the new cable
system that exchanges HBO for a request channel.
Even if it receives no responses, the Faculty Senate
gets positive feedback from The Daily Eastern News for
seeking the opinion of faculty across campus.
Of the people,
for the people
Seeking a response
The Faculty Senate’s effort
to solicit input from the entire
faculty about the Fall Forum is
an excellent idea and should be
applauded.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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Eastern’s Grounds Department is
selling firewood from the removal of
dead trees on campus, said Jon
Collins, superintendent of grounds.
The firewood sale is part of the
university recycling program. This
year marks the 10th consecutive
year the sale has been held, Collins
said.
The mixed wood is cut into 24-
inch lengths and is being sold for
$35 per load, Collins said. The sale
will continue year round or until the
supply runs out, he said.
To pick up a load of firewood,
people should go to the Physical
Building from 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Workers will collect customers’
money there and proceed to take
them to the site where the firewood
is located, Collins said. There is no
delivery of firewood available.
The money received from the
sale will be used to purchase new
trees for campus, and equipment for
maintaining the trees, Collins said.
Campus
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Every Tuesday...
Specials
Chicken Lunch
•2 pieces of chicken
•mashed potatoes & gravy
•coleslaw
•biscuit
3 Piece Dinner
•mashed potatoes & gravy
•coleslaw 
•2 bicuits
Russ & Lynda’s
Open Weekdays: 5am - 11am for breakfast
Weekends: 5am - 12am for breakfast
1305 Lincoln
345-6424
$2.45
(11 am-8 pm)
$2.80
426 W. Lincoln Ave.
348-8282
not available w/any other offer not available w/any other offer not available w/any other offer
1 Large 3 topping
$9.99 
1 Large 1 topping
breadsticks & 2 liter
$11.99
3 Large 1 topping
$19.99
Spend Dad’s 
Hard Earned Cash
On Something
Worthwhile
DON’T MISS
OUT!
THE FINALS
GUIDE IS THE 
LAST PAPER
OF THE SEMESTER!
ADVERTISE YOUR
BUSINESS ON 
MONDAY,
DECEMBER 11TH!
CALL FOR OUR 
GREAT DEALS!
581-2816
EIU PHARMACY
A NOTE TO OUR LADIES WHO TAKE ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES
DON’T FORGET TO BUY ENOUGH OF YOUR 
CONTRACEPTIVES BEFORE CHRISTMAS BREAK!
PHARMACY AND HEALTH SERVICE WILL BE CLOSED
DECEMBER 23RD THROUGH JANUARY 1ST
WE WILL REOPEN FOR BUSINESS ON TUESDAY,
JANUARY 2ND AT 8AM
The Kitchen Is Open!
11AM -- 2PM
4PM  --  9PM
Buy 1 menu
item 
& get one of
equal or lesser
value free
$3.00 Pitchers   Bud, Bud Light, & Coors Light
DJ 9PM-1AM
Something New Everyday!
Free Darts!!! (noon-6p.m.)
Kal
eb 
& B
lue
10-
clo
se
Tarble displays award-winning exhibits
Firewood for sale
By Jennifer Rigg 
Activities editor
The award winners of the 13th
Biennial Drawing/Watercolor:
Illinois Exhibition were
announced Sunday at a special
awards reception at the Tarble
Arts Center. 
The exhibition was open to
Illinois artists who create works
on paper, including printmaking
and photography. Also included
were traditional watercolors and
pencil  or charcoal drawings as
well as mixed-media works,
abstractions and many others,the
press release stated. 
The Newton E. Tarble
Memorial Best-of-Show Purchase
Award went to Donald Lake, of
Champaign, for his transparent
watercolor painting, “Fall River
No. 6.”
Jodi Brown, also of
Champaign, won the Ronchetti
Miller Acquisition Fund Drawing
Purchase Award for her graphite
on paper drawing, “Triple
Diptych.”
Dennis Ringering, of
Collinsville, received the
David and Susana Buchanan
Purchase Award for “Night
Bird,” a charcoal, conte and
pastel drawing.
The total purchase awards
totaled $2,600. The Tarble and
Ronchetti Miller award win-
ners will be added to the Tarble
Arts Center’s permanent col-
lection.
Other merit awards were given
to Sarah Capps, of Belle Rive;
Jodi Brown, of Champaign; Jean
Kauffman, of Pesotum; Colleen
Gartner, of Effingham; David
Paul Lange of Edwardsville;
Michael Joslyn, of Edwardsville;
and Jamie Kruidenier, of
Champaign. 
The merit awards totaled $950,
the press release stated.
The award sponsors were Mrs.
Newton Tarble, the Betty
Ronchetti Miller Acquisition
Fund in the EIU Foundation,
David and Susanna Buchanan,
Barbara Werden, Mike and Diane
Knoop of Roc’s Black Front,
Bob and Therese Supple Kincade
of What’s Cookin’, the EIU
Alumni Association, the Coles
County Arts Council and the
members of the Tarble Arts
Center. 
A total of 296 entries by 129
artists were considered by Keith
Jacobshagen, a noted landscape
painter from Lincoln, Neb., the
press release stated. 
Michael Watts, director of the
Tarble Arts Center, said he was
very pleased with the record num-
ber of entries they had for this
year’s exhibition. 
“The juror, Keith, had a very
challenging task in judging and
selecting winners,” Watts said.
“He did an excellent job in select-
ing both.”
The exhibition will be on dis-
play in the Tarble Arts Center. The
event was co-sponsored by the
Arts Department. 
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Eastern’s Grounds Department workers had piles of firewood for sale Monday
afternoon next to the Physical Building.
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Righter to appear
at faculty senate
By Joseph Ryan 
Administrative editor
Faculty Senate is discussing var-
ious issues with Rep. Dale Righter
(R-Mattoon) at Tuesday’s meeting
in the faculty lounge of the Buzzard
Building.
“Righter will give a talk about
current legislative issues and then
we will open up the floor to ques-
tions,” said Senate Chair James
Tidwell. 
Tidwell said he expects the talks
to mostly be centered around high-
er education and budget informa-
tion. Audience members will be
allowed to ask Righter questions
during the senate meeting.
In other business, the senate will
be hearing updates from the vice
president for academic affairs
search committee and the steering
committee for technology
enhanced and delivered education. 
Recently, an advertisement has
been placed in the Chronicle of
Higher Education for the vacant
position of vice president for acad-
emic affairs, and the senate will
hear on the progress of that adver-
tisement.
In addition, the senate is still
receiving feedback from the tenta-
tive recommendations involving
long-distance learning announced
at last week’s meeting. Further dis-
cussion of the recommendations
and feedback will continue during
the spring semester’s first meeting.   
H & H Transportation
receives shuttle contract
By Jeremy Pelzer
Student government editor
H&H Transportation has been
awarded the contract to run a sec-
ond Panther Express Shuttle Bus,
said Monty Bennett, director of
purchasing.
With two buses, the Panther
Express may add additional stops,
such as Mattoon and Uptown
Charleston, beginning next semes-
ter, said Eric Zilch, chair of the
shuttle bus committee. 
The only other bid submitted
was by Laidlaw Transportation,
Bennett said. Laidlaw currently
provides bus service for many
Charleston Public Schools, Bennett
said.
Bennett said he wasn’t sure
exactly what the winning bid was,
but the new bus will be paid for
with funds from a “modest” fee
increase passed by the Student
Senate earlier this year.
The shuttle bus committee will
submit their proposal for a new bus
schedule and additional stops to the
Student Senate on Wednesday,
Zilch said. 
Under the proposed schedule,
several additional stops, including
the Amtrak Station in Mattoon and
several bars in Uptown Charleston,
would be added to the Panther
Express route, Zilch said. 
The Student Senate must
approve the new schedule before
it can take effect, Bennett said.
The new schedule will  be
adjusted through “trial and
error.”
“We’ll see what the students
want,” he said.
Three new justices join
Illinois Supreme Court
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — The
Illinois Supreme Court got a shot of
new blood Monday when three new
justices — a veteran judge, a rook-
ie and a former football player —
were sworn in.
The change gives Democrats a 5
to 2 majority on the court, a poten-
tially important advantage next year
when the court probably will rule
on new boundaries for Illinois polit-
ical districts.
Thomas Fitzgerald is replacing
Justice Michael Bilandic, a former
mayor of Chicago. Fitzgerald, a
Democrat, has been a judge since
1976 and most recently was presid-
ing judge of the Cook County crim-
inal division.
Thomas Kilbride, a Rock Island
Democrat, takes over for Justice
James Heiple, the most controver-
sial judge during his 10 years on the
high court. Heiple wrote the unani-
mous “Baby Richard” decision that
took a boy away from his adoptive
parents, and he also faced an
impeachment investigation over
claims that he used his job to avoid
traffic tickets.
This will be Kilbride’s first time
on the bench.
Former Chicago Bears kicker
Robert Thomas replaces Justice S.
Louis Rathje, who was appointed to
the Supreme Court two years ago.
Senator: Farmers must
promote ethanol use
CHICAGO (AP) — Farmers
may find it difficult to persuade
Congress to pass legislation favor-
ing increased production and use of
ethanol, U.S. Sen. Peter Fitzgerald
said Monday.
Speaking to the Illinois Farm
Bureau annual meeting, Fitzgerald
said there is an even split in
Congress over whether ethanol
should replace MTBE, with mem-
bers from oil producing states
opposing ethanol.
“Farmers need to get to new sen-
ators and talk to them on the issue
of ethanol,” the Illinois Republican
said, adding that farmers also need
to work closer with environmental-
ists to emphasize the benefits of
ethanol.
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Former President
Bush to undergo
hip replacement 
at Mayo Clinic
ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP)
— Former President Bush is
scheduled to undergo hip
replacement surgery at the Mayo
Clinic.
Clinic spokesman John
Murphy confirmed the surgery
was planned for Tuesday but
gave no details. Former First
Lady Barbara Bush had success-
ful hip replacement at the clinic
in December 1997.
Bush, 76, was hospitalized in
February in Texas to have tests
for an irregular heartbeat. His
physician, Dr. Ben Orman, said
at the time the former president
“is in excellent health overall.”
Both Bush and his wife also
have a thyroid disorder, called
Graves’ disease, which can be
controlled with medication.
The former president made
highly publicized skydives in 
1997 and 1999. He has said he
wants to jump again in 2004 for
his 80th birthday.
New leukemia drug
heralded as proof
cancer research in
right direction
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
A leukemia drug that brought
cancer into remission in most
patients in clinical trials is gener-
ating extraordinary excitement
among cancer specialists and
patients as a gentler, more effec-
tive treatment that may mean
cancer researchers are on the
right track.
“This drug is a major break-
through. It will change the way
we treat patients with CML,”
said Dr. Hagop Kantarjian, who
oversees trials of the drug at the
MD Anderson Cancer Center in
Houston, Texas.
In manufacturer-financed
clinical trials, more than 90 per-
cent of patients in the first phase
of chronic myeloid leukemia
saw their cancer go into remis-
sion within the first six months
of taking the pill, according to
result presented Monday at the
American Society of
Hematology convention.
The drug also appears to be
effective in patients in more
advanced phases. A study of
patients in the second phase of
the disease showed more than 90
percent responded positively to
treatment, and in 63 percent, the
cancer went into remission. The
trials involved 530 first-phase
and 230 second-phase patients.
The success of early trials of
Novartis AG-manufactured drug
STI-571, or Glivec, has pro-
pelled researchers to test the
drug on almost 3,000 patients
around the world; CML affects
about 10,000 adults each year.
PepsiCo agrees to
buy Quaker for S13.4
billion in stock
NEW YORK (AP) —PepsiCo
Inc. shares rose Monday after it
sealed a deal to buy Quaker Oats
Co., the maker of Cap’n Crunch
cereal,Aunt Jemima pancake mix
and Gatorade, for about $13.4 bil-
lion in stock.
Adding the popular Gatorade
to its fleet of non-carbonated bev-
erages will give PepsiCo the
dominant brand in the $2.5 bil-
lion sports drink category. The
company also sells Aquafina
water, Lipton teas and Tropicana
juices.
“This is one terrific moment
in the history of PepsiCo and
Quaker,” Roger A. Enrico,
PepsiCo chairman and chief
executive officer, told investors
and analysts in a conference call.
He said the deal will help
PepsiCo grow faster than expect-
ed in both revenue and profits.
PepsiCo shares, which had
slid 6.6 percent on Friday amid
reports it was close to a deal, were
up 3.4 percent, or $1.44 a share,
at $43.81 in afternoon trading on
the New York Stock Exchange.
briefing
daily
Shop With A Cop Donation
Officer Chris Chandler of the Charleston Police Department 
recently accepted a contribution from the fall, Sigma Pi Fraternity
pledge class.  The donation will be used as part of the 
Fraternal Order of Police Shop With a Cop program.
**TUESDAY**
Butt Steak...........................7.95
Broiled Salmon...................9.95
Chicken Marsala.................6.95
Drink Special
Screwdriver.........................1.50
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
No signs seen of Iraq resuming
oil export by State Department
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States responded cautiously
to a declaration by Iraq that it
would resume oil exports to fulfill
its existing contracts.
In fact, U.N. overseers report
Iraq is not allowing loadings into
tankers, the State Department
spokesman Richard Boucher said
Monday.
“There are conflicting reports
about whether Iraq has resumed its
oil exports. We are trying to verify”
it,” Energy Secretary Bill
Richardson said in Albuquerque.
Iraq said Sunday that it would
resume its oil exports to honor
existing contracts, backing away
from a halt it called two days earli-
er in a dispute with the United
Nations over pricing.
“Given that it is Iraq and what
we’ve seen in the past, we don’t
want to count our chickens before
they hatch,” Boucher said. “We
don’t have independent confirma-
tion that Iraq has resumed its
exports.”
Iraq, the third-largest producer
in the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries cartel, stopped
production on Friday. It blamed the
United Nations for refusing to
authorize a new payment arrange-
ment.
Iraq is permitted to export oil
despite a decade of sanctions,
provided the profits go into an
escrow bank account that is used
to buy food, medicine and human-
itarian goods and to pay repara-
tions for Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait
in 1990.
On Sunday, announcing the
reversal, Iraqi oil minister Amer
Mohammed Rashid said “the Iraqi
oil policy has been always aimed at
stability of the world oil market.
Iraq has absolutely no intention to
terminate or hinder the exports of
its crude in the world market.”
The United States has said it
would tap its reserves to counter
any Iraqi cutoff, and Saudi Arabia,
OPEC’s largest producer, hinted it
could do the same, citing a need to
keep the market stable.
In Kuwait — also a member of
the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries — Foreign
Minister Sheik Sabah Al Ahmed
Al Sabah said Sunday that oil pro-
ducers need to consult about how
to maintain stability in world mar-
kets.
“We do not interfere in Iraq’s
policy,” he told the Kuwait News
Agency. “But ... we are concerned
about this issue.”
He did not say if Kuwait was
prepared to increase its oil output,
now around 2.14 million barrels a
day. But Oil Minister Sheik Saud
Nasser Al Sabah was quoted in the
Al-Rai Al-Amm daily Sunday as
saying there was no need for an
increase since the oil market “is
currently saturated.”
Boucher said Monday: “We
continue our work with other gov-
ernments and with the international
agency, and we are ready to take
action to add supply very quickly if
this situation should warrant.”
Recount sent back to Florida
after Supreme Court decision
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. Supreme Court tossed the pres-
idential hand-recount case back to
the Florida Supreme Court on
Monday, saying the state court’s rea-
soning in extending a deadline for
counting votes was unclear.
The high court’s action was over-
shadowed within hours by a Florida
judge’s rejection of the overall elec-
tion challenge by Al Gore — a rul-
ing that could wind up making the
U.S. Supreme Court case moot.
Three days after a historic ses-
sion of arguments, the nation’s
highest court unanimously set aside
the ruling by Florida’s top court that
let Al Gore pull within 537 votes of
George W. Bush’s total. But the jus-
tices avoided a decision on Bush’s
claim that the extended deadline for
recounted votes was unlawful.
The justices’ unsigned opinion
said the Florida Supreme Court
ruling was unclear and asked that
court to restate its legal reasoning.
The U.S. Supreme Court said,
“After reviewing the opinion of the
Florida Supreme Court, we find that
there is considerable uncertainty as
to the precise grounds for the deci-
sion. This is sufficient reason for us
to decline at this time to review the
federal questions” raised by Bush’s
appeal.
“They punted,” said Mary Cheh,
a George Washington University law
professor. “They’ve just thrown this
hot potato back to the Florida
Supreme Court.”
Bush’s team described the
Supreme Court action as a win. At
the Texas governor’s mansion, Bush
said, “We’re pleased with the deci-
sion. I think America ought to be
comforted to know that the highest
court in the land is going to make
sure the outcome of this election is a
fair outcome.”
Gore adviser Greg Simon played
down the high court’s action as “just
a timeout. ... This doesn’t move the
ball either way.”
Florida Supreme Court
spokesman Craig Waters said the
seven members of that court would
consider how to proceed.
If the Florida Supreme Court
reinstated its Nov. 21 decision, that
would let Gore keep the votes that
cut Bush’s margin from 930 votes to
537. Bush then could seek to over-
turn such a decision by filing a new
appeal to the nation’s highest court.
The justices would decide again
whether to grant or deny review.
Night owls who like independence
and responssibility may wish to
take this opportunity to earn
money. Now hiring Mid - 8am shift
to work with adults with develop-
mental disabilities in aa group
home setting. Paid training pro-
vided. Apply n person at Tull
House, 1911 18th St., Charleston;
345-3552.
_______________________12/6
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT FALL
2001. Across from campus. Year
Lease. 345-2416.
_______________________12/8
Attention work from home $500 to
$5,000/mo. PT or FT. Mail
order/Internet. Call 1-800-690-
2540. www.destinyofwealth.com.
_______________________12/8
Are you connected?  Internet
users wanted. $350-$800/week.
www.homebizoption.com
_______________________12/8
Coles County Council on Aging
Homemaker Program now taking
applications for In-HOME Care
Providers for older adults in Coles
County. Flexible daytime hours
only. 4 paid holidays, $6.00/hr
starting rate. Experience or CNA
preferred. Be reliable and respon-
sible. Must have own transporta-
tion. Call Homemaker Program
234-3311 or 348-5355. EOE
_______________________12/8
Join Peace-Oriented Income-
Sharing Community of Students/
Grads starting families near Univ.
Illinois. 1800-498-7781. www.chil-
drenforthefuture.org.
______________________12/11
Are You Connected?
Internet Users Wanted.
$500-$7,000/month.
www.freedom-independance.com
______________________12/11
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS. HIRING FOR 2ND
SEMESTER. PROOF READ-
ERS/COPY SETTERS. MUST
POSSESS COMMAND OF ENG-
LISH LANGUAGE AND ABILITY
TO DISCERN DISCREPANCIES
IN TEXT QUICKLY AND ACCU-
RATELY. EXPERIENCE WITH
QUARK AND/OR PAGEMAKER A
PLUS. APPLY AT SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION 689 CASTLE
DR., CHARLESTON. FOR
DIRECTIONS CALL 345-9194.
______________________12/11
HIRING FOR 2ND SEMSTER.
PART TIME AND FULL TIME
POSTITIONS. SEEKING CANDI-
DATES FOR ORDER ENTRY.
STRONG KEYBOARDING
SKILLS A PLUS. MUST POS-
SESS EXCELLENT COMMUNI-
CATION SKILLS. EXPERIENCE
WITH PHONE SALES HELPFUL.
APPLY AT SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION. 689 CASTLE
DR., CHARLESTON. FOR
DIRECTIONS CALL 345-9194.
______________________12/11
Money problems?  We can help.
No up front fees. Call toll-free- 1-
866-605-3501.
________________________2/9
DIRECT CARE STAFF
$7.00/hour. CCAR Industries’
group homes need caring,
responsible people!!  Benefits
available for full-time primary posi-
tions. Part-time hours available.
Shifts available are 3pm to mid-
night, and weekends.
Applications obtained at 1530
Lincoln Avenue, Charleston, IL
61920. (217) 348-0127, ext. 404.
E. O. E.
________________________00
Are you staying in town for the hol-
idays? Earn some extra
Christmas cash by working with
kids. Seasonal help is needed in
both Charleston and Mattoon
sites. Great pay and full benefits
package available for FT. Apply in
person at 1550 Douglas Dr. Suite
203 Charleston. EOE.
________________________00
47.47 - ACRE HORSE FARM
WITH 3,232 sq foot 4-year-old
home. Price reduced to $295,000
Boyd REAL ESTATE, 109 E
MAIN, ARCOLA. (800) 500-2693
ASK FOR WINNIE.
12/8
BUY POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars
from $500, all makes available.
For listings 800-719-3001 ext.
7538.
12/15
Brand new golf clubs, with bag,
worth $2500, desperate to sell,
make an offer. Call 348-0692.
12/8
Sony stereo with radio, cassette
and three CD disc changer for
$60. Call 581-3877.
12/8
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT FALL
2001 Very Large Near Campus
Need 3 or 4 people 345-2416
12/5
Fall 2001- 2 bedroom apt. $200.00
person water/trash including. 348-
7698
12/5
Fall 2001- 3 bedroom house, close
to campus $250.00 person
water/trash including. 348-7698
leave message
12/5
Poteete Property Rentals Liscence
Leasing Agent. 1 & 2 bedroom
apartments available immediately.
Rent $350-400 a month. January-
May semester lease available. 1202
Jackson Apt #2, 714 Madison Apt
#1, 609 12th St Apt #1, and 406 8th
St Apt #3. Clean and nice. Call for
showing today. 348-5088
12/7
Fall 2001. 2 bdrm house  2 @ $500
/ 3 @ $600  water/trash including.
348-7698 lv. message
12/7 
Fall 5,4,3,2 bedroom houses.
Modern 2 bedroom/2 bathroom
apartments. Excellent condition.
Close to campus. 348-5032.
12/7
Leasing for 2001-2002 school year.
Two 2 bedroom apartments, fur-
nished, close to campus, 10 1/2
month lease. Call 345-2516
12/8
Leasing for 2001-2002 school year.
One bedroom apartments, fur-
nished, close to campus, 10 1/2
month lease. Call 345-2516.
12/8
Available Spring 2001. Also avail-
able summer and fall 2001.
Restored 3 BR home. Close to cam-
pus. Refurnished hardwood floors,
arched doorways, dishwasher, cen-
tral AC, washer/dryer, remodeled
kitchen, privacy fence. Very clean,
inside and out. $1200/month. 345-
6222 or 581-6367.
12/11
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT FOR
FALL. Across from campus, years
lease. 345-2416.
12/11
HOUSE FOR FALL. Across from
campus, years lease, 4 people
needed. 345-2416.
12/11
Private room in ranch home in quiet
area 3 blocks from EIU. Non-smok-
er, non-drinker. For Spring 2001.
Call 345-1521 or 235-2785
12/11
New one bedroom apt. for Spring
2001 rustic decor, ceramic floor very
efficient, private, all utilities paid.
Call  345-1521 or 235-2785
12/11
Available Spring Semester; 2 bed-
room house. Close to campus
$450/mo; 3 bedroom house
$550/mo W/D, trash included. 345-
5037.
12/11
Available Fall 2001 3,4,&6 bedroom
homes.Close to campus, W/D, trash
included, No pets, No parties. 345-
5037.
12/11
2 to 6 bedroom houses for lease;
great locations. Call 346-3583.
12/11
1 bedroom apartment
204 W. Grant
Clean-quiet building. Heat, water,
trash included. A/C, private parking,
$490/mo. Small pets okay with
deposit. Available August 2001.
345-6222 or 581-6367
12/11
Available for Summer and Fall 01-02
school year. Clean modern apart-
ments and homes. W/ some utilities
included. 1,2, & 3 bedrooms, w/d in
some units also. NO PETS!!!!  217-
232-0656
12/11 
AVAILABLE Now, Spring, Summer,
Fall 2001. Rentals for 1,2,3,4. Lists
available at 1512 A Street. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
12/11
HALF BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT.
QUIET, LOW UTILITIES. AVAIL-
ABLE SPRING 2001. PHONE 345-
2265.
12/11
Rooms in private home. Share laun-
dry, kitchen, living and dining area.
Includes phone, cable TV, and no
lease required. 348-0024.
12/11
SPACIOUS 3 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APTS FOR FALL 2001.
TRASH AND WATER, FUR-
NISHED, 10 MONTH LEASE, NO
PETS. CALL 345-3664.
12/11
2 Bedroom Apt.- Available immedi-
ately. Very nice. No pets. 345-7286.
12/11
RENTING lg one bdrm furnished.
apt for Fall 2001 across from Old
Main will accommodate 1-2 people
must see to appreciate call 345-
5022
12/11
11/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD
MAIN ON 6TH STREET. 1 bed
room apartments, low utilities for 1
or 2 people. Includes laundry facility
and garbage services. Available
August 15, 20001. Call 348-8249
1/12
2 BR apt available for 2nd semester
close to campus & Morton Park
1113 1/2 Division
$325/month 897-6266
12/11
Available NOW!  Spring, Summer,
Fall 2001. 2 bedroom apt. on
Charleston square $350 includes
gas/water/trash  Dave 345-2171  9
am to 11 am
00
Spacious, furnished apartment,
$360/mo, available Dec. 15. 745 6th
St -Ideal for a couple. 581-7729 or
345-6127.
00
New 2 and 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities included, NO
PETS. Renting Spring 2001 and
Fall 2001. 2121 18th Street. Call
345-6885 or 345-7007.
00
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS. 1,
2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. PH. 345-6533 (OLDE).
00
Dorm living not to your liking?  See
our large 2 bedroom apartments.
We will even help with a roommate.
Lincolnwood Pinetree 345-6000.
00
1107 & 1109 third, Charleston. 2
bedroom furnished apts. Water &
trash included, $500 per month 345-
3100 Shown between 10:00 a.m-
4:00 pm
00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2,&3
BEDROOM OFF STREET PARK-
ING, WATER, & TRASH FUR-
NISHED. OFFICE 345-1266 OR
346-3161.
00
Price reduced for 3 bedroom apart-
ments available January 1st.
Lincoln-wood Pinetree  Call 345-
6000
00
Two Bedroom Furnished apts. No
Pets. 345-2231. McArthur Manor
Apts.
00
Apartments, houses available for
fall. Nice and clean with variety to
choose from, 1 bedroom efficiency,
2 bedroom apartments, or 3 bed-
room houses. Call 345-5088.
Poteete Property Rentals.
00
Select your apartment now. Leasing
Studio 1,2,3 bedroom apartments
for Fall. Great Prices!  Lincoln-wood
Pinetree. Call 345-6000.
00
3 Bedroom Furnished Apts. Very
few left. Call Unique Properties at
345-5022.
00
2 bedroom furnished apt. close to
EIU- $490/mo. No pets 345-7286.
00
Duplex available. Spring & summer.
2 bedroom., 2 bath. Very nice. Full
basement, garage with electric door
opener. Ideal for female upperclass-
men. Phone: 348-7746
00
Spring and summer. 2 bedroom fur-
nished  and unfurnished apartments
available. 2001 S. 12th St. Phone:
348-7746
00
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taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
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Payment:
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Dates to run: _________________________________
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30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
AHS.  Last meeting of the semester-Tues. Dec. 5 at 5 p.m.
in the Effingham Room of  the Union.  We will discuss car-
oling and celebrate the holidays.  All honors students are
welcome!
BACCHUS.  De-Stress Night- Tues., Dec. 5 from 8:30 to
9:30 p.m. in the University Ballroom.  Presented to help
with dealing with finals- by Eric Davidson.
PHI GAMMA NU.  There will be a pledge meeting on 12/5
at 8:00 p.m in 101 Coleman Hall.  Dress professionally for
activation.
CIRCLE K.  Meeting-Dec. 5 at 7:00 p.m. in the Martinsville
Room of the Union.  All are welcome.
TRIO PROGRAM.  There will be a test taking workshop
refresher on Dec. 5 from 4-5p.m. in the Trio Computer Lab.
Today!  All TRIO STUDENTS!  Finals are coming!  Finals
are coming!  This is your last chance before finals to freshen
up on your test taking skills!  
BLACK STUDENT UNION.  Meeting on Dec. 5, 2000 at 6
pm in the Charlestn room in the MLK Union.
WHERE IT'S @ MAGAZINE. Weekly meeting on Dec. 5
at 8 pm in Rm 2436 in Buzzard Hall.  We will vote on our t-
shirt 2000 designs, discuss our Christmas party and outline
editor responsibilities. All majors/minors invited to attend.
CampusClips
For rent
Campbell Apartments 1,2,3 bed-
room. Heat, water, & trash fur-
nished. Downtown 345-3754.
00
Nice, close to campus unfurnished
houses for 2001-2002 school year.
No pets. $275/mo. - 12 months
lease. Call 345-3148.
00 
Furnished 2 bedroom apartment.
Stove and refrigerator. New carpet-
ing. Available now for 1 or 2 people.
Phone 348-7746.
00
1 Bedroom Unfurnished unit. Just
being built will be completed June
2001 for 1 or 2 people 117 W. Polk
348-7746
00
10 MONTH LEASES!!  1&2 BED-
ROOM FURNISHED Apts. TRASH
PAID. 345-5048
00
Furnished 2 Bedroom townhouses
& 3 bedroom Apartments. 1/2 Block
to Campus 345-5048.
00
10 MONTH LEASES!! FUR-
NISHED Houses for 6-7 GIRLS. 1/2
BLOCK to CAMPUS. 345-5048.
00
10 MONTH LEASES!! FUR-
NISHED HOUSES FOR 4-5 Girls.
1/2 Block to CAMPUS. 345-5048.
00
1 or 2 roommates needed Spr.
2001. Great location. 1 blk to cam-
pus, wash/dryer, dishwasher, New
apts. Need roomies ASAP. Anthony
345-6697.
________________________12/5
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT FALL
2001. Very Large, Near Campus,
Need 3 or 4 people. 345-2416
________________________12/8
Roommate needed for FALL 2001,
female, non-smoking, In university
court. Own bedroom furnished. Call
581-2232.
________________________12/8
Roommate needed. House com-
pletely furnished except individual
room. $240/mo + utilities. 348-6481
________________________12/8
2 roommates needed. Spring '01,
spacious, furnished apt off square.
Cheap rent, easy living. 348-3855
_______________________12/11
Fm. ROOMMATE, Spring 01 with 2
grad students, own bedroom, furn.
apt, $220/mo. rent, Unique Homes.
345-5022.
_______________________12/11
Roommates needed for remainder
of school year. 4BR furnished
house, close to campus. $225 + util-
ities. (217)348-3968 or (309)822-
8758.
_______________________12/11
Female roommate needed. Spring
2001, or sooner. Nice house on
Second Street. Own Bedroom.
348-3828.
_______________________12/14
Sublessors needed. House close
to campus with two male room-
mates washer/dryer $2500/mo.
276-4599.
12/5
Sublessor(s) needed for Spring 01
and Summer 01. Call 348-3826.
12/6
I'm graduating and have moved!
Needing female sublessor for 3
bedroom apt. - walking distance.
$205/mo + utilities(negotiable)
Laura 235-3660
12/7
1 sublessor needed for 1 bedroom
apartment. Fully furnished,
Available Now $240/mo. Call 345-
9252 for more information
12/8
Sublessor(s) needed for Spring
2001. Furnished 1 bedroom apart-
ment. Call Garrett at 345-7307.
12/8
Sublessor(s) needed for Spring
2001. 2 bedroom call 345-7971.
12/8
Sublessor needed for Spring 2001.
Nice affordable place close to cam-
pus with own bedroom. 345-0513.
12/8Sublessor needed for
Spring and Summer '01. Furnished
1 bedroom apartment near cam-
pus. Call 345-8840.
12/8  
1 sublessor needed for Spring and
Summer 2001. $210 a month.
Water and trash included.
Furnished. Call Heather @ 348-
6595.
12/8
Cute, cozy, and affordable. One
bedroom apartment on the square.
Call  Rich at 345-1200.
12/11 
I female needed. 3 bedroom apart-
ment. Water is paid for. Located on
south side of campus. Call Megan.
581-6858.
12/11
2 Sublessors needed for Spring
2001. 3 bedroom apt., fully fur-
nished, real close to campus.$230
a month plus utilities. Call Erin and
Crystal 345-3561.
12/11
Furnished 2 bedroom apartment.
Close to campus. Available spring
for 1 or 2 people. Call 345-1103.
12/11
1 Female sublessor needed for Sp
01- Sm 01. Own bed room, rent
$299 but negotiable!  Call Marian if
interested 348-3887.
12/11
Female sublessor needed now.
$200/ month + utilties. Close to
campus. Call 345-9421.
12/7
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
NEED SOME QUICK CASH??
CALL CAREERS USA!  MAKE T
OP $$$, GAIN EXPERIENCE &
OFFICE SKILLS WORKING ON
TEMP ASSIGNMENTS IN THE
CHICAGOLAND AREAA. CALL
TODAY FOR AN APPOIINTMENT!
847-843-2222(SCHAUMBURG),
312-641-6000(CHICAGO), 630-
971-3333(LISLE). CAREERS
USA-STAFFING SRVS.
www.careersusa.com
12/7
GO DIRECT!  # 1 Internet-based
company offering WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages!  Lowest
price guarantee!  1-800-367-1252.
www.springbreakdirect.com
12/5
JUST SPENCES 1148 6TH ST.
GREAT SWEATERS. GREAT
COATS, GREAT SALES! GIFT
CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE.
OPEN TUES-SAT 1:30 - 5. 345-
1469
12/5
ACT NOW!  Guarantee the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES!  South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida and
Mardigras. Reps. needed...travel
free, earn $$. GROUP DIS-
COUNTS FOR 6+. 800-838-8203/
www.leisuretours.com.
12/11
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Earn Cash & Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800-
234-7007   www.endlesssummer-
tours.com
12/11
H&H Transportation now offering
group rates to train and bus sta-
tions now through January 1st.
348-RIDE. Call for reservations.
12/11
GET GREEK STUFF F*A*S*T!
Connectsports.com ships your
GREEK stuff fastest in the nation.
Formal favors, sportswear and pad-
dles. 10am-8pm everyday. Save
money and get fast service.
Connectsports.com. 1-800-929-
1897.
12/15
Congratulations Alpha Sigma
Omega. Good luck on your goals,
may your future be bright.The guys.
12/5
Congratulations Kappa Delta
Standards Board-  Teresa Lendino,
Lisa Lorenzen, Tiffany LeClair, Jen
Smith, and Erin Ruhnow. Your belief
in AOT brings KD together.
12/5
HILARY THARP, DARCY EHMEN,
and  LAURA SOBCZAK: Congrats
on getting RHO LAMBDA. Love,
your ASA sisters.
12/5
To my KD Big Sis Val Jany-  Have a
wonderful birthday!  I couldn't ask for
a better Big Sis!  Love in AOT, your Lil'
Sis, Erin Wilson.
12/5
Happy 20th Birthday to KRISTI
SPRAY of Sigma Kappa. Love your
Mom & Big Sis.
12/5
Congratulations Anne Findley on
your engagement to Brian
Wiszowaty. Love your ESA sisters.
12/5
Hey Erin! Thanks for being a great
stuy distraction. Have a great break.
KD Love, Tammy.
12/5
Delta Chi Meat market Tonight @
Roc's!  $2 cover, 9pm
12/5
Classifiedadvertising
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Lumpkin Hall, and I’ll be able to
park right next to there.”
“It’ll be nice to see more park-
ing,” said Jackie Tegenkamp, a
senior family consumer science
major. “(This lot has) taken forev-
er to build.”
Tiemba French, a freshman
administrative information sys-
tems major, said she was glad that
the parking lot was completed
because she wouldn’t have to
walk around the construction any-
more.
“Now I have easy access to get
to my dorm,” French said. 
Stefanie Michelis, a sopho-
more sociology major, said she
didn’t like the new parking lot
because it was built over a row of
tennis courts. 
“The tennis courts were just
beautiful,” said Michelis.
Michelis said she was remind-
ed of a lyric from a Joni Mitchell
song.
“They paved paradise, and put
up a parking lot,” Michelis said. 
Parking
from Page 1
By Christine Demma
Staff writer
Three groups will be perform-
ing rhythm and blues, hip hop and
groove-type music tonight at Stix
Restaurant. 
Kaleb and Blue and Urban
Harmony, backed by South Side
Groove Session from Chicago,
will start performing at 9 p.m. 
Urban Harmony includes three
female singers and one male
singer, said Kaleb Searcy of Kaleb
and Blue.
“The show will have an old
school vibe and sounds from Al
Green, Curtis Mayfield and
Marvin Gaye,” Searcy said. 
Kaleb and Blue have been
playing in Champaign.
This is the first show Kaleb and
Blue will perform at Eastern this
semester, Searcy said. 
“It’ll be a new experience for a
lot of people who aren’t used to
hearing a hip-hop vibe,” Searcy
said. 
It’s a new type of experience
for people because we know that
nobody at this present time are
doing this type of  music down
here except for Urban Harmony.”
Jimmy Johnson, bass player of
South Side Groove Session, said,
“This will be one of the freshest
nights of music ever played at
Stix.”
“This will be one of the larger
crowds for a Tuesday night and
one of the best shows for a
Tuesday night at Stix,” Searcy
said.
Stix to host three
bands tonight
It’ll be a new experience for
a lot of people who aren’t
used to hearing a hip-hop
vibe.
Kaleb Searcy,
of  Kaleb and Blue
“
”
CHICAGO (AP) — A
McHenry builder and developer
was sued Monday by federal offi-
cials who claimed that the compa-
ny violated fair-housing law by
failing to provide wheelchair
access to four apartment build-
ings.
The suit asked a U.S. District
Court to order Cunat Brothers Inc.
of McHenry to take practical steps
to remedy design defects, refrain
from more Fair Housing Act vio-
lations and pay damages to
alleged victims.
The suit focused on the compa-
ny’s Prairie Trails complex in
Woodstock, which it said consists
of four, two-story, non-elevator
buildings with 168 apartments. It
said there are 84 ground-floor
apartments, all of which are inac-
cessible to individuals in wheel-
chairs.
Federal officials said that
under the Fair Housing Act, all
multi-family housing develop-
ments designed and constructed
after March 1991 must meet a set
of accessibility requirements.
They include accessible com-
mon areas, doorways wide
enough for wheelchair mobility
throughout units, electrical out-
lets, thermostats and light switch-
es at accessible levels on the
walls, reinforced bathroom walls
suitable for installation of grab
bars and kitchens with space to
maneuver wheelchairs.
U.S. Attorney Scott Lassar said
he hoped “that today’s action will
encourage developers to under-
stand and follow the law.” The
phone went unanswered at
Cunat’s offices when a reporter
called Monday afternoon.
A spokesman for the U.S.
attorney’s office, Randall
Samborn, said a number of court
actions to enforce accessibility
rules of the Fair Housing Act have
been filed in the past.
Feds sue builder over wheelchair access
Officials claim the
developer violated
fair-housing laws
Sports
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Trim, Tone,
and Tan
Christmas
ExtravaganzaSANTA HAS
GONE WILD!
Come see what
he is giving
T s
hir
ts
Lot
ion
s Tans
Candy 
CanesGiftCertificate
3 4 8
Drop in at 
715 Grant St.
#101
1-3 pm M,W
2-4 pm T,Th
Q u e s t i o n s  c a l l
Lindsey 348-1479
or Ladonna 367-2009
2 0 0 1
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
(located across from the Union on 7th St.)
NOW LEASING FOR FALL
* 1,2 & 3 BEDRM *  CENTRAL AC
FURNISHED UNITS *  BALCONIES
*  FREE PARKING *  LAUNDRY
* FREE TRASH *  DISHWASHERS
*  1 SPRING 2001 LEASE AVAILABLE
Basketball teams gain steam, seek wins
Men’s basketball team looks
to beat Evansville at home
By Derek Cuculich
Staff writer
The Panther men’s basketball
team will go for its fourth straight
win and look to stay undefeated at
home when they take on
Evansville Tuesday night at 7:10
p.m. in Lantz Gymnasium.
The Panthers have had trouble
with Evansville in the past, most
recently a 92-69 loss last year. 
“They are a very fundamentally
sound team,” Eastern head coach
Rick Samuels said. “They execute
their offense really well and they
like to pound the ball inside more
this year than in years past.”
The Purple Aces are led by the
center-forward combination of
Chuck Hedde and Craig Snow.
Hedde, a 6-foot-8-inch center, is
averaging 13 points per game and
Snow, a 6-foot-7-inch All-
Missouri Valley Conference for-
ward, is averaging 12.8 points per
contest.  The Hedde-Snow combo
should keep Eastern’s defense
busy all night.
“Craig Snow has hurt us in the
past,” Samuels said.  “He’s hard to
defend because he can post you up
or step out and shoot it.”
Another focal point for the
Panther defense will be
Evansville’s starting point guard,
Jeremy Shanton.  The floor gener-
al for the Purple Aces is only aver-
aging 4.6 points per game but is
averaging five assists per game.
“We need to contain Jeremy,”
Samuels said. “He does a great job
of pushing the ball up the floor and
finding the open man.”
For the Panthers to notch anoth-
er victory, they will have to focus
on their rebounding and defense.
“We still need to rebound con-
sistently,” Samuels said. “One
game (against Arkansas State)
doesn’t prove we are a good
rebounding team.”
“Our two main challenges will
be defending the post and stopping
them in transition,” he predicted
for tonight’s game. 
“They run a similar secondary
break as Western Illinois and
Arkansas State, except they run it
the better.”
Both teams will come into
tonight’s game with their confi-
dence levels high.  
The Panthers are riding a three-
game winning streak, and
Evansville handed Butler, a team
that defeated Eastern 90-73 earlier
this season, a 74-73 loss, the
Bulldogs’ first of the year.
“We feel good right now,”
Samuels said of his team’s attitude
at this point of the season.  “We
feel good about our progress and
our team continuity.”
They (Evansville) are a very
fundamentally sound team.
They will execute their
offense really well ...
Head coach Rick Samuels
“
”
Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor
Panther senior point guard Matt Britton looks to make a pass during Eastern’s win over McKendree College last week.
Eastern takes on Evansville tonight at 7:10 p.m. in Lantz Gymnasium.
Weekend’s win provides confidence
Panther women’s victory at Kansas something to build on
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
Notching a 3-3 record after the
first two weeks of the season, the
Panther women’s basketball team is
striving for consistency.
Eastern has made gradual
improvements since its season open-
er at Missouri Nov. 17 and still
awaits its Ohio Valley Conference
opener at Austin Peay Jan. 4.
“It’s still pretty early, but the
important thing is that in just two
weeks, we have gotten better every
week and we’re doing that against
tough competition,” head coach
Linda Wunder said. “We’ve learned
from our mistakes.”
As Wunder took over the team
last year, finishing with a 8-19
record, she has moved into her sec-
ond season with higher aspirations.
“We felt all along that we had a
good nucleus of returners who had a
good grasp of what were trying to
do,” she said. “And as soon as the
new players make the transition, the
better we’re going to be able to fill in
the holes we had. There’s definitely
more depth.”
Over the weekend, the Panthers
posted an even 1-1 finish in the KU
Credit Union Jawhawk Classic,
dropping the opener to Kansas 74-
56 but defeating Minnesota
Saturday 73-72.
“You always want to win a tour-
nament, but we were happy to be
able to come out of it with a split,”
Wunder said. “I’m proud of how the
team came back Saturday to win
over Minnesota.”
Wunder believes the improved
play of her team and the win over
Minnesota has made the Panthers a
stronger group to contend with in
upcoming games.
“Our players want to win and
they’ve found a way to get it done,”
Wunder said. “This weekend
showed a lot of characteristics of the
team and that was a big confidence
builder.”
The 3-3 record marks the first
time in four seasons Eastern has
reached the .500 mark after six
games. Since then, the Panthers have
opened their first six games with a 2-
4 record and two 1-5 records.
Wunder believes one of the major
reasons her team has reached the
.500 plateau is a result of a more
tenacious defense and added experi-
ence.
“Defensively, I think we’re
stronger than last year,” she said. “I
think we’re more familiar with the
things we’re trying to do, having a
year of experience now.”
Eastern returns to the confines of
Lantz Gym for a two-game homes-
tand against Western Illinois
Thursday and Saint Joseph’s
College Saturday. 
Sports
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Turkey is REALLY
Fattening
Ya
Know!!
Rent Special
Unique Homes Properties
345-5022
Must presentCOUPON
Not Validif Altered orDuplicated
• Rent as low as $215.50 per person
•1 0 month lease
• Indoor  pool, Hot tub & Exercise Equipment
(NO  Extra Charge)
• 24-hour maintenance person on call
• Walking distance to Campus
• Fully Furnished
• Lease must be signed
before 01/01/01 
for rent special
Top 40 Music
25¢ Drafts
$1.00 Pitchers
stusonline.com
to show off his talent right away at Eastern,
he eventually got his opportunity, and judg-
ing by the numbers he put up this season, he
has made the most of it while easing the
minds of his coaches.
“For Tony specifically, the Toledo game
was indicative of how effective he could be,”
Spoo said. “He threw for more than 300
yards and he gave us a chance to win it at the
end. 
“He has put up fantastic numbers for us
because he has the ability to stay in there and
stay somewhat oblivious to the pass rush,” he
said. 
“He has the ability to make plays.”
Wittke agreed that Romo eliminated all
doubts about his abilities early on in the sea-
son. 
While Romo turned in a solid perfor-
mance against Toledo on the second week of
the season, Wittke recalls feelings of confi-
dence in his quarterback coming as early as
the opening game.
“There was at least two different times I
knew he would be OK,” Wittke said. “The
first was after the Indiana State game. That
answered any questions of if he was capable
of being a starter. 
“The second time was after the Toledo
game,” the offensive coordinator said. “That
game showed he could carry the load against
a high-caliber group.”
The Panthers split those two games,
defeating Indiana State while losing to
Toledo. Against the Sycamores, Romo threw
for 235 yards and added two touchdowns,
while against Toledo, he passed for 414 yards
and three touchdowns.
Romo attributes his seemingly instant suc-
cess to the work he did in spring training and
over the summer. 
Like many other players on last year’s
team that wanted to erase the memory of a
dismal season, Romo remained in Charleston
over the summer to continue practicing.
Grabbing the spotlight
Knowing that Buich would not be back for
the 2000 season, Romo saw an opportunity to
grab some of the spotlight. He started reach-
ing for it as soon as the 1999 season ended.
“Spring training went really well, but I
improved quite a bit over the summer,” Romo
said. 
“I stayed down here and worked out here.
I threw every day and sometimes twice a day.
As a team, we conditioned and played seven
on seven games.”
Romo will now have the unenviable task
of trying to come up with an encore perfor-
mance to his debut season.
But next season, Romo will not have the
luxury of returning with nearly the entire
team still intact. Seventeen members of the
2000 team will graduate. 
Despite the several holes to fill, Romo and
the Panthers will have two things working on
their side – experience and history. 
With a year of experience under his belt,
the coaching staff is looking to Romo to
make some strides and continue to show
improvement.
“I don’t want to make any unfair state-
ments, but I would hope he would continue to
improve,” Spoo said. 
“There is room for improvement if he is
going to be a complete quarterback and he is
certainly capable of doing that.”
And as far as history is concerned, Romo
has done it before in high school, coming off
the bench in his first year and turning in a
solid season. 
He followed that up with an equally
impressive season his senior year. Now, he
will have the chance to relive that experience.
Romo
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Sara Figiel/ Staff photographer
Panther sophomore quarterback Tony Romo rolls out for a pass in a game against Western
Kentucky earlier this season. Romo finished the year second in the nation in passing efficiency.
Panther men’s volleyball
finishes third in tourney
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
Eastern’s men’s volleyball club
went into last weekend looking to
improve on its 3-3 record in a tour-
nament at the University of
Wisconsin at Milwaukee. 
The Panthers, who were playing
in their second tournament of the
year, competed against a talented
field which included the University
of Illinois and many teams from
Wisconsin. 
Eastern played three matches in
pool play, all of which were rally
play and a best of three series. The
Panthers competed against the
University of Wisconsin at
Madison, in which they lost two of
three games. 
The Panthers were able to win
against their next two opponents in
the Milwaukee Area Technical
College and the University of
Wisconsin at Milwaukee.
Because of the Panthers point
differential in their contests, they
received a bye into the semi-finals
of the final round, but were defeat-
ed by Wisconsin-Platteville’s A
team by scores of 25-18 and 25-20.
Eastern was able to gain some
recognition by having one player
on the all-tournament player in
middle hitter Dan Hutton.
“This is a big confidence boost
for us for the rest of the season,”
junior weak side hitter Bob
Fredericksen said of Eastern’s per-
formance in the tournament. 
“It proved to us that we can
compete with some of the bigger
teams around.”
Eastern finished third in the
tournament overall and will look to
carry that momentum throughout
the season.
around after the getting past the
early distress signs and earned a
place in the OVC playoffs, only to
suffer an early defeat to the No. 1
ranked Tennessee Tech, who later to
prove itself to be the tournament
champions.
This season, the Eastern certain-
ly has the potential to rise above the
preseason expectations and surprise
a few OVC teams this season. With
league competition still lurking
after the new year, the Panthers have
their work cut out for them. They
have yet to be convincing for a host-
ing position in the tournament, but
the Panthers carry a new spark that
could upset the standings.
The offense and defensive
strength of Eastern has been jolted
by the added depth and ability of
this season’s team.  Just watching
the team match up against Indiana
State, who has consistently crushed
the Panthers for years, I immediate-
ly knew this would be a different
season.
The attitude carried on the
team’s faces, old and new, shows a
higher level of confidence than the
rest of the conference is used to see-
ing.
The technical changes are
already visible on the court and
have tilted this season into what
could be the first winning season
Eastern has seen since the 16-12
mark accomplished during the
1994-95 season.
Eastern’s four seniors have yet to
experience a winning season and
their determination to do so will
carry the team into 2001 as a more
dominant force in the league.
Rojek
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Reliving an
experience
By Kyle Bauer
Managing editor
Tony Romo passed for 2,583 yards last
season, completing 59 percent of the passes
he attempted. He was second in the nation in
passing efficiency and was 25th in total
offense. Romo’s 27 touchdown passes tied an
Ohio Valley Conference record that was set
just last season. And to cap it off, the OVC
named him conference player of the year.
That is the kind of production you would
expect from the starting quarterback of a
playoff-caliber team, but that is not what you
would expect from a sophomore who is see-
ing his first collegiate playing experience. 
Add into the equation the fact that Romo
inherited a team that went 2-10 last year, and
this year’s 8-3 season that ended with a 32-
point loss to defending national champion
University of Montana was quite impressive.
At the beginning of the season it would have
been hard to predict any of that would hap-
pen.
“I was a little bit nervous heading into the
season,” Romo said. “We had 16 or 17 guys
coming back and I was really the only ques-
tion mark, so going into the season, I was ner-
vous.”
Even the coaching staff agreed that there
was a lot of uncertainty surrounding the quar-
terback position at the start of the season.
After senior Anthony Buich was lost to grad-
uation, the choices for starting quarterback
fell to Romo or junior Julius Davis. Neither
player had seen significant time running the
offense.
“The fact was, regardless of who the start-
ing quarterback was, he would have very lit-
tle game experience,” offensive coordinator
and quarterbacks coach Roy Wittke said.
“When we left spring ball, Tony was our No.
1 guy, and in the fall he did nothing but con-
tinue to improve himself and solidify his
position.”
Panther head coach Bob Spoo agreed, say-
ing they went into the season with an open
mind, but it quickly became clear that Romo
would be the starter.
“It was very questionable at first in the
fall,” Spoo said. “We had no idea how well he
was going to perform, but he performed
beyond our expectations.”
Surpassing expectations
As it turns out, Romo has a history of
exceeding expectations. In high school, he
never took a snap until his junior year, but
still managed to break several school records.
After playing soccer his freshman year and
being sidelined by an injury in his sophomore
season, Romo was given a chance to guide his
Burlington, Wisc. high school team in his
junior year after the team was shutout in its
opener.
“I came to the team in my junior year and
they saw me as an athlete so they stuck me at
quarterback,” he said. “I ended up breaking
most of the school records that season and the
next year was about the same.”
Despite putting together two solid seasons
in high school, Romo did not draw much
attention from universities and finally decid-
ed on Eastern as a place where he could refine
his abilities.
“I just relied on my athletic ability,” Romo
said. “All I basically had was my raw talent.”
Eastern offensive coordinator and quarter-
backs coach Roy Wittke was one of the first
to recognize Romo’s raw talent and began
talking to the young quarterback about play-
ing for Eastern. Wittke began the courting
process after receiving tips from his parents
who live just outside of Racine, Wisc.
“I am originally from around there and my
parents still live up there and they told me
there was a kid I had to go see,” Wittke said.
“He was not a highly recruited kid at all. 
“He had a fantastic junior year and a solid
senior year,” he said. “And then he came here
and we could recognize right away he was a
kid who could make plays and he has so far.”
Eliminating doubts
Although Romo was not given the chance
Romo’s Resume
Eastern sophomore quarterback Tony Romo
revisits high school success on college gridiron
n Named Ohio Valley Conference Offensive Player of the Year
n Was the No. 2 ranked passer in NCAA I-AA, completing 59
percent of his passes for 233 yards per game.
n Tied an OVC record with 27 touchdown passes, which was
also one shy of Eastern’s single season record.
n Set Eastern’s school record for longest touchdown pass,
hurling a 98-yard TD bomb in late season win over EKU.
n Set school career passing record for his Burlington, Wisc.
high school, throwing for 3,900 yards in just two seasons.
n Set high school career record for TD passes with 48.
n Set the school record for passing yards in a single game
throwing for 326 yards in his first high school start.Later broke
his own record throwing for 392 yards during senior season.
Wunder’s women will be a force to be reckoned with
As Panther women’s head basket-ball coach Linda Wunder is inthe midst of her second year atEastern, the Panthers have
shown drastic improvements after just six
games.
For the first time in four years, Eastern
has a .500 record after six games following
this weekend’s 1-1 finish at the KU Credit
Union Jawhawk Classic. Eastern’s 73-72
win marked the second victory the Panthers
have pulled off under the pressure, as they
also defeated Indiana State 74-72 in over-
time on Nov. 29.
With this kind of performance so early in
the season, one has to begin to question the
team’s seventh place preseason ranking in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
But what
has sparked
the Panthers
to chalk up
such an
encouraging
record so
early in the
season? After
all, Eastern
was 1-5 at this
point last year
and in the
midst of its
first of two five-game losing streaks.
More impressive, the Panthers have had
just one home game to prove themselves in
Lantz Gym, taking two other wins on the
road.
A major factor has been the healthy
bench Eastern had established this season,
thanks to the help of a solid recruiting sea-
son. Five of the six newcomers to Eastern’s
roster have stepped on to the court and have
proved why they are wearing a Panther jer-
sey.
The newcomers’ ability to adjust into
Wunder’s program and gel with the return-
ing players has been a major factor in
Eastern’s early success.
“We felt all along that we had a good
nucleus of returners who had a good grasp
of what we’re trying to do,” Wunder said.
“And as soon as the new players make the
transition, the better we’re going to be able
to fill in the holes we had. There’s definite-
ly more depth.”
Forward Pam O’Connor has joined the
team as a leading scorer for Eastern while
starting guard Lauren Dailey has pulled
through with crucial points for the Panthers
with accurate shooting. These two newcom-
ers are joined by two guards and a forward
that allow for a new look on the court.
“We have more depth this season
because we were crippled by injuries this
time last year,” Wunder said.
These injuries sparked the necessity to
use younger faces with less playing time to
make due. This limited Eastern’s options
and got the season rolling slowly.
The team managed to turn the season
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